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INTRODUCTION
In Public Law 104-134 1 , the 1996 appropriation for the Legal Services Corporation
(LSC), Congress imposed restrictions and prohibitions on the types of services LSC grantees may
provide to clients and on the methods they may employ in providing those services. The law,
enacted on April 26, 1996, required the grantees to discontinue servicing certain types of cases
immediately. It also required grantees to divest of three other types of cases (class actions,
prisoner litigation, and alien representation) no later than July 31, 1996. Congress required
LSC to report whether grantees had divested of these cases within the time allotted.
In order to provide the LSC Board of Directors, management, and Congress with an
independent assessment of the grantees’ compliance with the new law, the LSC Office of
Inspector General (OIG) initiated two types of limited scope audits covering 12 grantees. A
performance audit tested: (1) whether the grantees had divested of the prohibited cases and were
providing only those legal services permitted in restricted cases; and (2) whether the selected
grantees had implemented the policies and procedures to ensure that case-related activities were
within the new law. A financial related audit was designed to determine whether selected
grantees were supporting prohibited or restricted activities through alternative organizations.
This report presents the results of the performance audit of Legal Aid Bureau, Incorporated
(LAB).
BACKGROUND
LAB received $2,941,741 in Fiscal Year 1996. LAB’s main office is located in
Baltimore, Maryland, and there are eleven branch office locations. As of the date of fieldwork,
LAB employed, in addition to the Executive Director, approximately 83 attorneys, 55 paralegals,
and 78 other staff. In June 1996, LAB reported 7 class action suits (five of which were also
prisoner litigation suits), 34 prisoner litigation suits (exclusive of class actions), and 3 alien
representation cases, a total of 44 cases to be divested by July 31, 1996.

1

110 Stat. 1321 (1996)
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OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of the performance audit were to determine whether LAB had:


divested of class action, prisoner litigation, and restricted alien cases by the July 31, 1996,
deadline as required by section 508(b)(2) of Public Law 104-134;



continued representation after April 26, 1996 with respect to the prohibited and/or
restricted case services in violation of the law; and



adopted new policies and procedures to conform with the new law, and communicated
those policies and procedures to its staff.

SCOPE
The audit was conducted at the main office in Baltimore, Maryland and one branch office
in Prince George’s County, Maryland from December 16-18, 1996. Audit procedures were
limited to the following six regulations and the applicable interim rules in effect for 1996:
Part 1617
Part 1626
Part 1633
Part 1637
Part 1639
Part 1636

Class Actions
Alien Representation
Drug-related Evictions
Prisoner Litigation
Welfare Reform
Plaintiff Statements of Fact/Client Identity

Relevant to the stated objectives we reviewed cases and other matters existing prior and
subsequent to April 26, 1996 through December 15, 1996. We did not review cases or other
matters subsequent to the last date of fieldwork, except as it pertained to our follow-up of issues
addressed in this report.
METHODOLOGY
The OIG conducted the performance audit of LAB in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Audit procedures were limited to the following:


conducting interviews with the Executive Director, managing attorneys and other case
handlers to obtain an understanding of the policies, procedures and processes established
to implement the regulatory requirements;



examining documentation supporting management’s assertion on its involvement in
cases and other matters related to class actions, certain categories of aliens, and certain
types of representation involving incarcerated persons;
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conducting a search for restricted cases that were not reported and not divested by July
31, 1996;



examining a sample of case files opened prior to and after April 26, 1996 to ascertain
whether there was continued involvement in restricted cases;



determining whether the recipient established policies and procedures as required by the
respective regulations and communicated those policies and procedures to its staff.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
With regard to the above-stated objectives, we provide the following findings and
conclusions.


We found no evidence that LAB did not divest of class action, prisoner litigation, and
restricted alien cases by the July 31, 1996, deadline as required by section 508(b)(2) of
Public Law 104-134, except as stated below.

FINDING 1 — LAB did not timely divest one alien case, but there were extenuating
circumstances pertaining to the special immigration status of juveniles in long-term foster care.
In one of the three reported alien cases which involved juveniles, LAB did not divest of
the case in a timely manner, but there were extenuating circumstances. In this case, LAB
continued to represent the client under the assumption that the representation was permissible
once an application to adjust the client’s status was filed prior to April 26, 1996. However, 45
C.F.R Section 1626.4(b) allows representation of an alien, who has a pending application to
adjust status, in only two limited circumstances: where the client is a citizen’s unmarried child
under age 21, or where the client is a spouse of a citizen. In this case, the client did not meet
either criteria. LAB expended a total of 3.92 hours on this case after 7/31/96, which included
legal representation.
For this case, an application to adjust the client’s status to that of permanent resident was
filed prior to 1996 restrictions, pursuant to §153 of the Immigration Act of 1990 (Public Law
101-649). The client’s status was adjusted to permanent resident based on the criteria of 8
U.S.C. §1101 (a) (27)(J)(1991), which included, but was not limited to: 1) the child is unmarried;
2) the court has found the child eligible for long-term foster care; and 3) it is not in the child’s
best interest to return to the country of origin. According to LAB, the status was adjusted after
April, 1997, but the actual date is unknown.
RECOMMENDATION
LSC management should further review the regulations on alien eligibility to consider
recognizing the special immigration status afforded children in long-term foster care.
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LAB management agreed with this finding.


We found no evidence that LAB continued representation after April 26, 1996 with
respect to the prohibited and/or restricted case services in violation of the law. However,
we found the following reportable conditions.

FINDING 2 — LSC regulations do not accommodate citizenship attestation for certain
court-appointed cases.
LAB receives clients through court appointment for certain types of cases (for example,
guardian ad litem 2 and juveniles) for which citizenship attestation cannot be obtained. LSC
regulation 45 C.F.R Part 1626.5(a) states “[a] citizen seeking representation shall attest in writing
in a form approved by the Corporation to the fact of his or her United States citizenship.” The
regulation describes citizenship verification requirements for use when citizenship is in doubt.
However, it does not include alternative methods for obtaining citizenship attestation from
infants or other persons who are physically or mentally incapable of affirming their citizenship
status.
In the 43 case files reviewed, the OIG found 3 instances where LAB was unable to obtain
the required citizenship attestation. In one case, the LAB attorney attempted but was unable to
obtain a signature from a patient in a mental health facility. In a second case, the client was a
child. The third case involved a guardianship of an adult who had been deemed mentally
incompetent.
RECOMMENDATION
LSC should evaluate the current regulation and determine whether revisions are necessary
to accommodate services to clients who lack the physical or mental capability to provide
citizenship attestation. In the absence of regulatory revision, LSC should instruct grantees how
to comply with Part 1626.5(a) when the client is incapable of attesting to citizenship.
LAB management agreed with this finding.
FINDING 3 —In two instances LAB did not verify the eligibility of clients who were not
citizens.
The review of LAB files disclosed two instances in which LAB accepted attestation of
permanent residency without verifying the status of the clients as eligible aliens. Two additional
2

Per Black’s Law Dictionary, fifth edition: “ …a special guardian appointed by the court to prosecute or
defend, on behalf of an infant or incompetent, a suit to which he is a party, and such guardian is considered an officer
of the court to represent the interests of the infant or incompetent in the litigation.”
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cases contained no citizenship attestation or verification. Under LSC regulation 45 C.F.R
1626.5 only citizens may attest to their citizenship. Aliens seeking representation “…shall
submit appropriate documents to verify eligibility.…” Allowing alien attestations also
contradicted LAB’s documented policies, which stated: “All prospective clients who are not
United States citizens shall demonstrate their eligibility for legal services as provided in Section
1626.5 of the Corporation’s regulations.”
RECOMMENDATION
LAB management should ensure that staff understand and follow LAB’s policy to require
prospective clients who are not citizens to demonstrate their eligibility for legal services.
LAB management affirmed that its policies and procedures are effective to ensure
compliance with the documentation requirements of 45 C.F.R Part 1626, and added that the
exceptions noted were probably due to an oversight.
FINDING 4 -- LSC regulations governing prisoner litigation do not address juveniles with
criminal charges where the determination to be tried as an adult is pending.
During the course of the audit, an issue was brought to our attention concerning a
juvenile, also a ward of the State, who was represented by LAB for matters related to the child’s
welfare. The juvenile was charged with a crime, and was detained in an adult facility. LAB
made efforts to divest of the case pursuant to 45 C.F.R. Section 1637.4. Because of the client’s
juvenile status, and the uncertainty as to whether the child would be tried as an adult, the judge
would not rule on LAB’s motion to withdraw as counsel until the status of the criminal case was
ascertained. The matter was ultimately resolved as the client was released on his own
recognizance before a formal hearing to determine whether he would have been tried as an adult.
The issues surrounding juveniles incarcerated or brought on criminal charges are not
specifically addressed in the regulations. The only reference to juveniles in 45 C.F.R Part 1637
is in the supplementary information, which clarifies the meaning of “incarcerated” and states:
“... The term would also not include juvenile offenders who have not been charged as adults
because charges against juveniles are generally considered to be civil in nature.”
RECOMMENDATION

LSC management should review the existing regulation, and provide further guidance to
recipients on how compliance is to be achieved in situations where juvenile offenders are
incarcerated on criminal charges and it is not yet clear whether or not the juvenile will be
charged as an adult.
LAB management agreed with this finding.
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LAB established policies and procedures as required by the respective regulations and
communicated those policies and procedures to its staff.

GRANTEE MANAGEMENT COMMENTS TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORTS
LAB’s comments to each finding have been included in the discussion of that finding.
The complete text of LAB’s responses to the first and second draft audit reports are included as
Appendix I and II, respectively.
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APPENDIX I
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APPENDIX II
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Mr. Albert B. Puglia
Acting Assislaflt Inspector General
for Prog ram Integrity
Legal Services Corporation
750 1gt Street, N.E., 10th Floor
Washington, O.C. 20002-4250
re: Audit Project 96-063; Legal Aid Bureau, Inc., 321016
Dear Mr. Puglia:
I am in receipt of t oe draft audit repol1 fonding no indication of noooornptiance as to the six
regulations focused upon in the audil OUr response is as follOws lo the Findings:
We are in agreement w~h Finding 1. As to Finding 2, '''" are confident that the lout cases
found where LAB either accepted attestation of permanent residency without verification
or had no citizenship attestatioo or verification were the result or oversight. (Case names
and numbers have not been pl'Ollided so individual circumstances ~nnol be addressed.)
It is published LAB policy to obtain either citi:ienship attestation or permanent residency
verification lor each client. All stall doing intake are trained to obtain this documentation.
Office nlanagers opening cases ~od supervisors doing initial case review and D6ignment
have been instructed to doublechecll each fole to ensure compliance.
We would like to comrnend the staff assigned to audrt the Legill Aid Bureau, Charmaine
Rom$tr and oa.id de la Tour. for 1"eir p<olessionalism and theii efforts to keep disruption
of lhe wor1< ol our oflioe to a minimum while conducting a thorough au(M.
Sin

•

rely.

W lhelm H. Joseph, Jr.
C. ecutive Oirec10r
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'1J.,:;, ;1 t i:i. iJ) t:H<:~ipt. <J= the 2•1d draft audit rcpo~t eta tea Augu~:.
·,r, 199./. 1\n cxtcnsio:t o! one day Lo y r.ov i dt:? C::I r~~f><>n:;H (>}~)::;
<fl'iJ!~7:~f1 or1 A·.:.qiJ!;t 14, 1997, hy M.1ry Ellen M=Bridc.
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aqrcemcnL \~~th r:..nding 1 and the accompa-.y i ng
t.o L5C m..:an.ag(:n\Cn~. ltJ<' arc cor.fldc"'!t both of
the likelihood of t11csc types of immi grcit icn ~lel i I. ic111s t:H i 114
q~.111tcd .llld of t.l"1c fact that these children tall w1Lh i r. Lh~
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~n
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2. Because Lhe "4'.J ca~e 11 le~ rl::':v ·, ew~d'' i 11 l';. t·;·j<fl'llph t".l'lrP.P.
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We ai::e in aqreement with Findir1q 4 and i ~s Recommendation. 'i'Ie
~uppoi::t L~C adopting 9olicies ~hie~ wculd pcnuit continued
representat~on of a ~uvenile in a ~uvenile proceedinq even
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once again, we cOlW'tl.end the staff assigned ro the audit,
Charmaine Romear and Dairid de Ja Tour, for lhei r
professional~sm.

W' I ht-! I rr1 ff_ .Tc>s~p~l, ,Jr.
f: (~(;ul.i V(! 0.i.t·~t: l.t).1.

Vohn Tull, Director
LSC Office of Progi::am OpeYations

